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THE MAGAZINE
Retail & Leisure International is the only global magazine to cover both of the 
retail and leisure sectors.

Dedicated to the retail and leisure markets, the magazine incorporates global 
news, interviews with CEOs of leading retailers and global hotel operators, spe-
cialist features, profiles and regular industry insights, all combined to offer the 
reader insight and analysis into the impact of retail and leisure development on 
the industry as a whole.

Within the magazine we take a look at high street and out-of-town shopping, 
retail and leisure parks, malls, outlet stores, hotels, cinemas, restaurants, casinos 
and the key players responsible for developing them, whilst investigating the 
latest projects, concepts and trends.

RLI is an essential read for retailers, leisure operators, owners, developers, con-
sultants, contractors and shopfitters alike, whilst providing a forum for discus-
sion and debate on key national and international issues.

MEDIA PACK 2021

Telephone  +44 (0) 1706 212 200



Following the disruption of the coronavirus pandemic which rapidly 
escalated across the globe in 2020, we transformed our print magazine 
to a digital format to ensure worldwide accessibility. We have received 
unprecedented feedback in regards to our purely digital issues which are 
emailed to 85,000 named key individuals within the retail real estate industry 
each month. In 2020, we had an average of 200,000 monthly visits to the  
RLI website and over 17 million page visits, ensuring unrivalled  
coverage for advertisers globally.

As we approach this ‘New Era’, it has never before been more important 
to invest in marketing campaigns to ensure companies thrive in the aftermath 
of Covid-19 and as we entered 2021 we continued to adapt and evolve 
to meet the rapidly changing needs of the industry. We will continue to 
produce a monthly digital issue supplemented by print editions to tie in  
with global industry events.

Each month, Retail & Leisure International will be emailed to named decision 
makers, each of whom play a key role in the development of the retail and leisure 
sectors, both nationally and internationally. Named CEO’s, directors and senior 
management who have the power to buy or specify a company’s products and 
services, make up this targeted and controlled circulation.

These key personnel include the top global retailers, leisure & entertainment 
operators, that in turn are responsible for spending billions of pounds each year 
on technology, logistics, marketing, security, property, store design and training. 
With an annual digital world-wide readership in excess of 3.8 million (based on 10 
issues) and a print readership in excess of 1 million, Retail & Leisure International 
is well positioned to place your company at the forefront in this well respected, 
sharply focused global environment.

RLI is the chosen international media partner for all major global retail real 
estate events around the world and is also distributed in all delegate bags  
at MIPIM and MAPIC (our Global Partners), two of the world’s 
largest industry events.
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GLOBAL RLI AWARDS 
 
The Global RLI Awards 2021 will celebrate retail & leisure excellence on a global 
scale. There are 15 different categories open for sponsorship (Subject to availability).

• RLI Future Project
• RLI Most Anticipated Opening 2021
• RLI Most Innovative Retail & Entertainment Project
• RLI Best Placemaking Scheme
• RLI International Shopping Centre New Build 
• RLI International Shopping Centre Renovation
• RLI International Outlet Centre New Build
• RLI International Outlet Centre Renovation
• RLI Most Innovative Marketing Campaign
• RLI Retailer of the Year
• RLI Most Innovative F&B Concept
• RLI Entertainment & Leisure Operator
• RLI Developer
• RLI Designer
• RLI Interior Excellence

For event and sponsorship details go to www.rli.uk.com/awards

RLI EVENTSCREATING NEW WORLDS...

THE GLOBAL

 23 September 2021  | The Londoner Hotel, London |  www.rli.uk.com/awards
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& 

Leisure Excellence

RLI CONNECT EVENTS 
 
RLI Connect face-time with key global retail & leisure decision 
makers through pre-organised one to one meetings with 
developers, owners, retailers, leisure & entertainment operators 
and franchise partners across the globe. RLI Connect events give 
you the chance to do a year’s worth of work in just two days.

For event and sponsorship details go to  
www.rliconnect.com

There are several chances to gain targeted exposure by endorsing. 

21-22 SEPTEMBER 2021  |  THE LONDONER HOTEL, LONDON

Connect               Explore              Develop

REConnect
Headline Partner Gold Sponsor

www.rliconnect.com

RLI EVENTSCREATING NEW WORLDS...      

TWO EVENTS,
FOUR EXPERIENCES

RLI are continuing to adapt and evolve to meet the rapidly
changing needs of the industry and we entered the New Year
with renewed hope, energy and resolutions.

In 2021 RLI Connect Global and the Global RLI Awards will be
Hybrid Events. Both will combine a “live” in-person event with a
“virtual” online component, merging the power of face-to-face with
the extensive audience reach that comes with a virtual element,
each event creating two experiences. These formats will offer
unprecedented physical and digital interaction opportunities globally,
since barriers for attending are few and chances to connect, explore
and develop business opportunities worldwide are endless.
RLI Connect Global will continue to connect the world of Retail,
Leisure & Entertainment with those all-important pre-arranged
one to one meetings in a private meeting room environment, with
one simple objective to help you do business in a fast changing
environment enabling you to explore new markets and develop
new relationships.

The Global RLI Awards continue to strive for excellence in an
industry where the boundaries are always being pushed and now,
more than ever, it is essential that we continue to collaborate and
recognise achievements and ground-breaking projects around the
world. In 2021 we will once again celebrate the most visionary and
innovative retail and leisure concepts from across the globe.
Moving forward it will be essential to continue to collaborate,
exchange ideas, explore opportunities



PUBLICATION DATES
PUBLICATION DATES

RLI JUNE                                 

ISSUE 164
Copy Deadline: 28 May
Publication Date: 4 June
• Voyager: Asia & Australasia
• Event: Global RLI Awards 2021 Shortlist 
• Special Feature: Integrated Resorts
• Special Feature: A Post Covid-Retail World
• Special Feature: AR & VR 

 

RLI MARCH

ISSUE 161
Copy Deadline: 12 February
Publication Date: 26 February
• Voyager: GCC Inc. Giga-Projects in KSA
• Special Feature: Global Architecture & 

Masterplanning
• Special Feature: Green Initiatives
• Special Feature: Online Marketplaces 

RLI FEBRUARY

ISSUE 160
Copy Deadline: 15 January
Publication Date: 29 January
• Voyager: Anticipated Project Openings
• Special Feature: Global Shopfitting, 
• Design and Festive Lighting
• Special Feature: Innovative Technology in Retail
• Future of Retail: Brexit - Now What for Retail
• Global 2021 Retail Forecast

RLI APRIL                                 

ISSUE 162
Copy Deadline: 12 March
Publication Date: 26 March
• Voyager: Africa
• Special Feature: International Outlets
• Special Feature: Pop-Up Retail
• Special Feature: Customer Engagement & Loyalty

RLI MAY

ISSUE 163
Copy Deadline: 28 April
Publication Date: 5 May
•  Voyager: Iconic Retail Destinations
• Special Feature: F&B Latest Concepts & Trends
• Special Feature: Omni-Channel Retailing

2021 >>>>

PUBLICATION DATES

RLI NOVEMBER                                 

ISSUE 168
Copy Deadline: 22 October
Publication Date: 29 October
• Voyager: MAPIC Insight
• Special Feature: Leisure & Hospitality
• Special Feature: Global Entertainment 

Concepts
• Special Feature: Start-Ups & Investments
• Event: RLI Connect Global Review
• Event: Global RLI Awards Review
• Global RLI Awards Winners Brochure

PUBLICATION DATES

RLI JULY RLI SEPTEMBER /OCTOBER

RLI August                                 

ISSUE 165
Copy Deadline: 25 June
Publication Date: 2 July
• Voyager: Russia & CIS 
• Special Feature: Stores of the Future
• Special Feature: Incentivised Retail
• Special Feature: Proptech
• Event: RLI Awards Showcase

ISSUE 166
Copy Deadline: 23 July
Publication Date: 30 July
• Event: RLI Awards & Connect Previews
• Event: MIPIM Preview
• Event: Franchise Expo Preview 

ISSUE 167
Copy Deadline: 16 August
Publication Date: 31 August
• Voyager: MIPIM Insight & S/F on Italy
• Focus On: UK & Ireland
• Special Feature: Expansion/Franchising
• Special Feature: Artificial Intelligence
• Special Feature: Placemaking
• Event: MAPIC Preview

RLI DECEMBER/JANUARY

ISSUE 169
Copy Deadline: 19 November
Publication Date: 26 November
• Voyager: MENA
• Special Feature: Immersive Attractions
• Special Feature: Online Marketplaces
• Special Feature: Travel Retail
• Special Feautre: Tourism & Investment

>>>>

F E A T U R E S  L I S T  2 0 2 1

Please note that this information may change as various events are added over the course of the year.

t: +44 (0) 1706 212200   editorial: james.quinn@rli.uk.com   advertising: chris.lord@rli.uk.com   w: rli.uk.com

 
RLI MEETS l GLOBAL NEWS l LEADING RETAILER & LEISURE OPERATOR INTERVIEWS l 
RETAIL INSIGHT l LEISURE INSIGHT l TECHNOLOGY INSIGHT l CASE STUDIES l 
INDUSTRY PROFILES & REVIEWS l WEB GALLERIES l SPECIAL FEATURES l VOYAGER l EVENTS l

REGULARS

JUNE 
Copy Deadline: 28 MayPublication Date: 4 JuneVoyager: Asia & AustralasiaEvent: Global RLI Awards 2021 Shortlist Special Feature: Integrated Resorts Special Feature: A Post Covid-Retail World Special Feature: AR & VR

APRIL 
Copy Deadline: 12 MarchPublication Date: 26 MarchVoyager: Africa

Special Feature: International OutletsSpecial Feature: Pop-Up RetailSpecial Feature: Customer Engagement & Loyalty

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER Copy Deadline: 23 AugustPublication Date: 31 AugustVoyager: MIPIM Insight & S/F on Italy Focus On: UK & Ireland Special Feature: Expansion/Franchising Special Feature: Artificial IntelligenceSpecial Feature: PlacemakingEvent: MAPIC Preview

FEBRUARY Copy Deadline: 15 JanuaryPublication Date: 29 JanuaryVoyager: Anticipated Project OpeningsSpecial Feature: Global Shopfitting, Design and Festive LightingSpecial Feature: Innovative Technology in RetailFuture of Retail: Brexit - Now What for RetailGlobal 2021 Retail Forecast

JULY 
Copy Deadline: 25 JunePublication Date: 2 JulyVoyager: Russia & CIS  Special Feature: Stores of the Future Special Feature: Incentivised Retail Special Feature: Proptech Event: RLI Awards ShowcaseMARCH 

Copy Deadline: 12 FebruaryPublication Date: 26 FebruaryVoyager: GCC Inc. Giga-Projects in KSASpecial Feature: Global Architecture & MasterplanningSpecial Feature: Green InitiativesSpecial Feature: Online Marketplaces

AUGUST Copy Deadline: 23 JulyPublication Date: 30 JulyEvent: RLI Awards & Connect PreviewsEvent: MIPIM PreviewEvent: Franchise Expo Preview

MAY 
Copy Deadline: 28 AprilPublication Date: 5 May Voyager: Iconic Retail Destinations  Special Feature: F&B Latest Concepts & Trends  Special Feature: Omni-Channel Retailing

NOVEMBER Copy Deadline: 22 OctoberPublication Date: 29 OctoberVoyager: MAPIC Insight Special Feature: Leisure & HospitalitySpecial Feature: Global Entertainment Concepts 
Special Feature: Start-Ups & InvestmentsEvent: RLI Connect Global ReviewEvent: Global RLI Awards ReviewGlobal RLI Awards Winners BrochureDECEMBER Copy Deadline: 19 NovemberPublication Date: 26 NovemberVoyager: MENA

Voyager: The AmericasSpecial Feature: Americas Retailing Special Feature: Immersive AttractionsSpecial Feature: Online MarketplacesSpecial Feature: Travel RetailSpecial Feautre: Tourism & Investment

JULY 2021 RETAIL & LEISURE INTERNATIONAL

RETAIL & LEISURE INTERNATIONAL JULY 2021

More than a year into the global pandemic, RLI checks in with Concept i for an update on work in progress, trends and insights. Concept i, one of Asia’s leading retail and leisure design firms, celebrates 25 years of success in 2021. RLI connects with CEO/Founder Geoff Morrison and some of the firm’s key people for a round table discussion looking at changing trends shaping the world of design. 

NOVOTOWN All images are of Novotown, Zhuhai, China

Aedas is one of the world’s leading architectural and design practices and is driven through the global sharing of research, local knowledge and international practice. Here, RLI sits down with Christine Lam, Global Design Principal and Design Director for Novotown to discuss the current trends in the retail industry and how the Novotown project in Zhuhai is  coming along.

Global Presence, Global Presence, 
Local KnowledgeLocal Knowledge

The world-renowned firm Aedas is home to 1,400 creative minds in design studios all around the globe that creates world-class design solutions with a deep social and cultural understanding of the communities they design for. These exceptional design solutions are bespoke offerings that are tailored to the specific needs of cities and communities.“Last year was definitely a challenging year because of the pandemic and the lockdown and quarantine measures it brought,” explains Christine Lam, Global Design Principal and Design Director for the Novotown project. “It has had a huge impact on physical retail; however we have seen a boom in the e-commerce market in the last six months, particularly in China.”
Lam goes on to explain that what Covid-19 has done is present an opportunity to take a breath and for the company to rethink what they could and should do for shopping malls and retail and what they can provide for people. “I think a new definition for shopping is needed as today shopping includes social interaction, whether that is meeting family members, having a group of friends gather, or even going out on a date, it is a part of our culture.”While the new shopping experience leans more heavily towards the digital side, a general consensus remains that it will always miss an element of what makes physical, in-person shopping so unique. Modern ‘shopping’ is evolving and Christine explains that these areas need to become 24/7 spaces and include other activations aside from the traditional store.

This inclusion of flexible activation spaces and modern shopping trends is just one of the reasons the Novotown scheme in Zhuhai, China stands out from the crowd.
Situated where the Pearl River Delta and the South China Sea intersect, Hengqin Island is positioned in a natural landscape of tropical forests, green hills, natural springs and blue coastlines. Roughly three times the size of Macau, the island is the largest among the 146 islands of Zhuhai and is designated as the Hengqin New Area Special Economic District.

Set in the Cultural District of Hengqin Island, the brief given to Aedas for Phase 2 of the Novotown project by its client Lai Sun Development Co., Ltd called for a unique world-class mixed-use project comprising of diverse components including retail, office, sports and cultural facilities such as the exclusive and innovative themed pavilions of Real Madrid World, Automobile Experience Centre and the Sports Clubhouse.
“The vision was to create the cultural and commercial Heart of Hengqin. The solution was to design a master plan with a disposition that facilitates synergy between the different functions to encourage 

a hybrid experience,” explains Lam, Design Director for the  Novotown scheme.
Implementing a unique design, the work done by Aedas allows for seamless interaction and transition from activity to activity, whether this is indoor/outdoor activities, eating/shopping or recreational/social. All the various needs of consumers are met within one flexible, multi-use space.
The two standout facilities of Phase 2 are Real Madrid World and Automobile Experience Centre, the former is set to become a state-of-the-art leisure & entertainment hub that leverages AI, AR and VR within a football experience centre setting. The design of this centre is inspired by bio-dynamics and aerodynamics and the form and the curved motif of the building is designed to reflect the movement and trajectory of striking a football. Inside, the key bespoke attractions include the Dark Ride, Shooting Gallery, Robo Goalie and the main attraction – The Flying Theatre. 

Meanwhile the Automobile Experience Centre will be home to motor sport-themed experiences and the design of the structure is based on the motor biker’s perception of kinetic energy. Within the centre, the main entrance is situated on the second level and allows direct access to the elevated walkway that links to adjacent pavilions, offices, dormitories, retail and hotel in the existing and future phases.Within Phase 2 there will also be the Sports Clubhouse, the third anchor in this ground-breaking development. Taking its shape from that of a resting butterfly, the upcoming clubhouse is designed to serve both local long-term residential members as well as catering for short-term visitors and consists of a multi-sports hall, treatment spas and a 50m swimming pool.
“Novotown’s diverse offering is a catalyst to activate Hengqin Cultural District, catering to international and domestic visitors while creating the necessary infrastructure for a thriving local community, becoming the commercial and cultural Heart of Hengqin.”Moving forward, the company believe all the different offerings that will be available at the Novotown scheme will ensure people’s engagement around the clock as they try to design and create with the future in mind.

“What we are designing and drawing right now are developments that will be built in a few years’ time. This was the idea behind Novotown, to design it with the future in mind for today’s consumer. We will continue to explore new trends and consider designs for tomorrow and that is what we will continue to ask of ourselves each and every day,” Lam concludes.
 

www.aedas.com

COVER STORY - 
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INTEGRATED 

VIDEO  
£3000

DIGITAL ADVERTISEMENT RATES
DIGITAL ADVERTISEMENT RATES

DOUBLE PAGE AD (297 x 420mm) TWO PAGE PROFILE (297 x 420mm)
TYPE AREA: 266 x 395mm 
BLEED: 303 x 426mm 
TRIM: 297 x 420mm

TYPE AREA: 266 x 395mm 
BLEED: 303 x 426mm 
TRIM: 297 x 420mm

FULL 
COLOUR 

£2950

FULL 
COLOUR 

£2500

FULL PAGE (297 x 210mm)
TYPE AREA: 266 x 185mm 
BLEED: 303 x 216mm 
TRIM: 297 x 210mm

A5 ADVERT (210 x 148mm)

TYPE AREA: 200 x 

FULL 
COLOUR 

£1000

HALF PAGE (Vertical)
TYPE AREA: 175 x 122mm 

FULL 
COLOUR 

£1000

HALF PAGE (Horizontal)
TYPE AREA: 130 x 185mm 

FULL 
COLOUR 

£1000
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£2500

PRINT & DIGITAL ADVERTISEMENT SPECS
PRINT & DIGITAL ADVERTISEMENT SPECS

DOUBLE PAGE AD (297 x 420mm) TWO PAGE PROFILE (297 x 420mm)
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BLEED: 303 x 426mm 
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COLOUR 

£1250

HALF PAGE (Vertical)

TYPE AREA: 175 x 122mm 

FULL 
COLOUR 

£1250

HALF PAGE (Horizontal)
TYPE AREA: 130 x 185mm 
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COLOUR 

£1250
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PRINT & DIGITAL SPECIAL POSITIONS
PRINT AND DIGITAL SPECIAL POSITIONS

*FRONT COVER PACKAGE Includes front
cover, outside back cover, mention on contents page, cover story (2 
pages of text and colour photographs), integrated video, background 
wrap on  RLI website and 3 months reproduction of profile onto RLI 

INSIDE 
FRONT  
COVER 
£2500

INSIDE 
BACK  

COVER 
£2500

FRONT  
COVER 

PACKAGE 
£5995*

with 
INTEGRATED 

VIDEO  
£3000

with 
INTEGRATED 

VIDEO  
£3000

COVERS

AD AREA 
65 X 185MM

£2995

STRIP ADS ON NEWS PAGES:
A series of 5 strip advertisements appearing on the bottom right hand page of each of 

the news sections giving your company the chance to highlight and promote your expertise 
and services in each region of the world, this could either be a series of advertisements that 
lead on from each other or 5 separate adverts to promote several individual items.

PRINT & DIGITAL SPECIAL POSITIONS
PRINT AND DIGITAL SPECIAL POSITIONS



ONLINE ADVERTISEMENT SPECS
ONLINE ADVERTISEMENT SPECS

730x90 
£2995 

+ VAT PER 
MONTH

300x250 
£1500 

+ VAT PER 
MONTH

300x160 
£1995 

+ VAT PER 
MONTH

Homepage Header 
Banner Advert 
replicated on all pages 
with a hyperlink to 
click through to your 
own website

Homepage Square 
Banner Advert with  
a hyperlink to click 
through to your own 
website 

Homepage Banner 
Advert with a 
hyperlink to click 
through to your 
own website

SPONSORED 
ARTICLE  
ONLINE
A special online article can be 
incorporated on to our website 
www.rli.uk.com in the relevant 
section with a direct access 
button from the Homepage for 
easy access.

*Cost includes all web design, 
editorial fees and reproduction on 
to the RLI website.

£1500* 
PLUS VAT 
PER MONTH

ONLINE ADVERTISEMENT SPECS
ONLINE ADVERTISEMENT SPECS

300x160 
£1995 

+ VAT PER 
MONTH

Newspage Strip Banner 
Advert replicated on all 
news pages with a hyperlink 
to click through to your 
own website 



DIGITAL NEWSLETTER ADVERTISING

Contact me if you and your company want to benefit from
these high quality and international B2B-tools jayne.rafter@rli.uk.com

Target: 85,000 named individuals
Frequency: Weekly
Size: 600 pixels wide x 151 pixels tall
Format: JPEG, PNG, static GIF
Link: URL destination for the advertisement

We can create your own special newsletter branded 
with your company logo in cooperation with our team.
We can highlight your company, projects and expertise 
to inform your target group. This is limited to one per 
week and will be sent to 85,000 named individuals 
within the Retail & Leisure Industry.

RLI  NEWSLETTER BANNER 
(Two positions available) £1500 

PER 
NEWSLETTER

£4500* 
PER 

NEWSLETTER
*INTRODUCTORY 

OFFER

NEWSLETTER ADVERTISING

COMPANY NEWSLETTER197mm

GATEFOLD COVER

FULL 
COLOUR 

£6950

TRIM: 297 x 404mm 
BLEED: 303 x 410mm

BOUND IN INSERTS

FULL 
COLOUR 

£3950

FULL 
COLOUR 

£6950

TRIM: 297 x 420mm 
BLEED: 303 x 426mm

Printed on 300 gsm card

2 PAGES
TRIM: 297 x 210mm 
BLEED: 303 x 216mm

PRINT ONLY SPECIAL POSITIONS
PRINT ONLY SPECIAL POSITIONS



CONTACTS

JESS
MILNE

 
RLI CONNECT EVENTS CO-ORDINATOR 
jess.milne@rliconnect.com

JAMES
QUINN

 
RETAIL & LEISURE INTERNATIONAL  
EDITOR 
james.quinn@rli.uk.com

CHRIS
LORD

 
RETAIL & LEISURE INTERNATIONAL  
GROUP BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER 
chris.lord@rli.uk.com

CONTACTS

JAYNE
RAFTER

 
PUBLISHER OF RETAIL & LEISURE 
INTERNATIONAL AND FOUNDER OF RLI 
CONNECT 
jayne.rafter@rli.uk.com

CHEREEN
O’LOUGHLIN

 
RETAIL & LEISURE INTERNATIONAL 
DESIGN & PRODUCTION MANAGER 
chereen@rli.uk.com

DANNY
RAFTER

 
RETAIL & LEISURE INTERNATIONAL  
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 
danny.rafter@rli.uk.com

RLI TALKS PODCAST

RLI talks is a weekly inspiring podcast with iconic leaders sharing interesting insights and 
secrets to success in the world of retail & leisure.

Would you like your brand to be associated with the fastest growing broadcast medium in the world, if the 
answer is yes then why not partner with the ‘RLI Talks’ podcast and align your brand with retail icons giving you an 
opportunity to convert our listeners into your customers. You will also have the opportunity to sponsor an episode 
with advertorial content at the beginning, in the middle and at the end of each episode.

‘RLI Talks’ delivers consistent, quality and interesting content that creates more engagement and leads to grow 
your brand whilst also a great platform to deliver content and messages to customers and colleagues without the 
big production costs. Since our Podcast guests are iconic retail & leisure leaders this would be a great opportunity 
for Developers, Investors or Shopping Mall Owners to showcase their latest project or portfolio or for affiliated 
companies with a great concept to promote to retailers or leisure operators globally. 

Alternatively we can do a company sponsored episode, to launch a new brand, concept, shopping mall or 
entertainment destination to set the stage for retail’s ‘powerful and influential’. Words and pictures cannot always 
deliver a message in the same way a voice can, this will be hosted on the RLI website’s dedicated podcast page and 
sent out to our 85,000 named email database cost £2500. 

Jayne Rafter, Podcast Host, Publisher of RLI and Founder of RLI Connect Global is renowned for her collaborative 
approach and is an excellent networker with enviable contacts and relationships with retail and leisure CEO’s 
globally. Jayne has presented at awards and conferences around the world and is renowned for her public speaking. 
She has regularly assisted with the coordination of numerous conference and panel sessions for many international 
event organisers and is known internationally for connecting the world of retail and leisure.

To learn more about sponsorship opportunities or to listen to previous  
episodes visit www.rli.uk.com/podcast

£1,250
ONE 

EPISODE

£15,000
QUARTELY 

13 EPISODES

£27,500
HALF YEAR 

26 EPISODES

£50,000
ANNUALLY

52 EPISODES

RLI TALKS PODCAST


